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ABSTRACT
The compressor shell, which is the major noise radiator of the refrigerator, is structurally excited by the
dynamic force from the attached gas pipes and internal mounts for the driving motor and is acoustically excited by
the internal sound field. In this paper, the information on the surface vibro-acoustic field of the compressor is sought
for, that is very important for the noise control actions. For this purpose, the BEM-based near-field acoustic
holography (NAH) is used to deal with counting for the irregular shape of the surface. In this technique, the relations
between the surface velocity and measured field pressure are modeled in the transfer matrix by utilizing the acoustic
boundary element method. In order to minimize the singularity and to select the optimal measurement points, the
effective independence method (Efl) is used after the singular value decomposition for obtaining the inverse
solution in the least-square sense. In order to enhance the resolution of reconstructed field, the optimal regularization
order for yielding the minimum mean-square error is estimated from the known measurement noise variance by
virtue of the statistical analysis. After these simulations, the field pressures are actually measured at the number of
selected array points determined by the Efl method in the operating condition and the surface velocity field is
reconstructed. The distribution of the reconstructed surfaced field is compared with the true value and the measured
source strength distribution is estimated.

INTRODUCTION
The noise emitted from the refrigerator is the major annoying noise source at home, especially in the
nighttime. Therefore, refrigerator manufactures are trying to make the sound from the refrigerator as small as
possible in order to be commercially competitive in the market. The compressor is considered the major noise and
vibration source of the household refrigerator and has the irregular shape generally. For the noise control of the
compressor, the information on the distribution of the source strength on the compressor surface is very important
and the nearfield acoustic holography (NAH) technique is very promising for this purpose.
The BEM-based nearfield acoustic holography technique can deal with interior/exterior problems for arbitrary
shaped sources by measuring the nearfield pressures in a non-separable coordinate with irregular sampling of the
hologram data.[l-5] In this method, by virtue of the numerical modeling of the acoustic field by using the BEM, one
can obtain the transfer matrix which represents the relationship between the surface vibration and field pressure.
Therefore, it is possible to reconstruct the vibroacoustic field on the complex shaped vibrating surface from the
measured field pressures by the inverse operation. In general, such backward reconstruction of the source field
suffers from the divergence phenomenon due to the inversion of ill-conditioned matrix produced by the interdependency between columns or rows of the transfer matrix. This is mainly stemmed from the fact that the non-
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measured data contain the
propagating wave components can be amplified by the backward projection when the
ted into the BEM-based
broad-band noise.[4] In this study, the effective independence (Efl) method is incorpora
optimal measurement
acoustic holography in order to reduce the singularity of the transfer matrix by selecting
cted field due to the
positions. The regularization method is utilized to. suppress the divergence of reconstru
measurement noise and the ill-conditioned nature of inverse problems.

BASIC THEOR Y OF BEM-BASED NAH
integration from the
The matrix/vector equations are produced by the interpolations and the numerical
discretized Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation as follows:[3,4]
(1)
ps +M vs ,subjectt o DsPs =Msvs .

p 1 =D1

Here, D, and

Ms

1

n
mean dipole and monopole matrices on the surface, D 1 and M f are those in connectio

with the field pressures,

D1

and

M.t

are those corresponding to the field velocities, and Pr and

v:>

represent

s, viz., Ps and V 5 • If
field pressure and velocity vectors, respectively. There are two unknown boundary condition
ding to the field points are
the number of field points is m, all the dimensions of the system matrices correspon
, at
m x n. The number of constraint equations which are given by the surface Helmholtz equation is n. Therefore
t
constrain
Substituting the
least, n field points are required to determine the surface boundary conditions uniquely.
be expressed by only one
equations into system equations, the sound pressure measured on m (:?: n) locations can
type of unknown boundary condition on the source surface as follows:

=(» 1 D.;'Ms +M1 )vs;::: Gvvs.
1
1
can calculate
These conditions are true, provided that D; and M; exist. From this equation, one
p1

(2)

vs

from the

measured p r and the transfer matrix Gv generated by the BEM model itself.
and rows of transfer
To minimize the reconstruction error caused by the linear dependency between columns
ent locations to the
matrix, the proper sensor locations can be selected. The contribution of the measurem
[4]. The minimum error
independence ofthe field pressure can be represented by the frequency averaged Efl value
from the candidate set. The
norm can be achieved by iteratively deleting the position having the smallest Efl value
while the singularity
shortage of field information can be caused from the inappropriately small number of sensors,
number of measurement
can be generated from the too many number of measurements. In order to decide the proper
process as follows:
points, the singularity factor, SF, or the condition number, C, were calculated during the iteration

2
SF =:=tr[diag(A 1 ,A2, ... ,AnF ],

C=Ama x/Amin.

(3)

information to reconstruct
The calculated results of SF and C show the trend of trade-off relation between the field
can decide the optimal
the source image and the independence of rows and columns of the transfer matrix. One
number of sensors from this result.
agating wave
In order to overcome the divergence phenomenon during the inverse process, the non-prop
d non-propagating wave
components should be filtered out. Since the higher-order modes can be considere
tion by using the singular
component, the low-pass filtering is taken in optimum sense and the spatial regulariza
value decomposition is adopted to improve the resolution of the reconstructed field.
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SIMULATION, MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS
The compressor for household refrigerators with the size of 185(L) x 160(W) x 205(H)mm (7.3(L) x 6.3(W) x
8.1 (H) inch) is of concern. The boundary element model of this compressor consisted of 122 nodes and 60 quadratic
elements with triangular shape function as shown in Fig. I. The maximum characteristic length of an element was
about 140 mm (5.5 inch) which limits the applicable high frequency to 800 Hz when the characteristic length
corresponds to A/4 (maximum modeling error

~

0.28%). The frequency range of interest was 150-800 Hz.

Initially, a candidate sensor set composed of 518 points are chosen which are uniformly distributed on a
hypothetical enclosing surface with 15-30 mm (0.59-1.18 inch) distance from the compressor surface as depicted in
Fig.2(a). For this candidate set, the frequency averaged Efl value was calculated iteratively for reducing the number
of measurement points. The singularity factor and the condition number for each measurement set were compared as
shown in Fig.3. From these results, one can see that the array set of 418 points has the possibility of smallest
reconstruction error. Finally selected sensor array with non-uniformly distributed 418 points is depicted in Fig.2(b ).
The transfer matrix was generated for this measurement set and source model for the frequency of interest.
Measurement of sound pressure around the compressor shell was carried out in the anechoic chamber. Data
acquisition and conditioning unit (B&K Pulse System) with 10 microphones of 112 inch diameter was used to
measure the field pressures and the reference pressure. Phase difference between microphones was checked and
compensated in the actual calculation for the reconstruction. For the comparison purpose, the normal accelerations
on the surface of the shell were measured by the accelerometers (B&K 4375). Compressor was run in 3,500 rpm and
operated with the test method of ASHRAE.
The magnitude and phase of the measured vibrating surface velocity at 588 Hz are depicted in Fig.4. The
vibrating shape at this frequency clearly shows vertically divided mode. Figure 4 shows the surface velocity
reconstructed from the measured field pressure at the selected points by the Efl method. Regularization method was
adopted in this result to enhance the resolution of the reconstructed field by suppressing the non-radiating wave
components in the backward reconstruction. We can show that the reconstructed surface velocity field matches with
the actual field.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The BEM-based NAH technique has been applied to the reconstruction of the exterior vibroacoustic field over
the surface of refrigerator compressor in operation. By using the optimal measurement positioning and the
resolution enhancement technique, the source field could be identified and the method would provide useful
information for the noise control.
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Fig. 1. BEM model of the refrigerator compressor.
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Fig.2. Measurement points: (a) initial518 candidate points,
(b) 418 points selected by the Efl method.
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FigJ. (a) Singularity factor and (b) condition number of the transfer matrix.
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Fig.4. Distributions of the measured surface velocity at 588Hz: (a) amplitude,
(b) phase.

Fig.5. Surface velocity reconstructed from the measured pressure at 588 Hz :
(a) amplitude, (b) phase.

